
 

 

 

Market Update – June 2017  
By Greg Stalsberg, Chief Investment Officer, Ryan Financial Group 
 

 
“Our responsibility now is to keep dancing but closer to the exit and with a sharp eye on the tea leaves” 

– Ray Dalio, Chairman/CIO of Bridgewater Associates, the largest hedge fund in the world 

 

 Stocks posted modest gains in June, lifting year-to-date results to nearly +12% for the 

broad MSCI ACWI Index, which includes stocks around the globe1.    

 International and Emerging Markets maintain a healthy lead on US equities year-to-date. 

 Volatility remains muted, despite some deterioration in key economic indicators in the US 

(most notably GDP, auto sales, some housing measures, and retail sales) and heightened 

geopolitical risks.  It’s worth noting that confidence measures remain strong. 

 After outperforming by a sizable margin coming into June, growth-oriented sectors finally 

pulled back. Technology stocks, in particular, succumbed to profit-taking towards the 

end of the month. 

 Despite the Federal Reserve raising interest rates for the second time this year (and the 

third time since December), interest rates grinded lower for most of the month, 

approaching levels last seen around the US elections. In the last week of June, however, 

bond investors took notice of more hawkish language out of central bankers around the 

globe, suggesting that many are closer to tightening versus further easing. This led to a 

squeeze higher in interest rates, which led to modest losses for bonds.      

 

Every year over the 4th of July, my family heads north to my in-laws’ lake cabin. I’m reluctant to 

call it a “vacation” now that we tote along three young children, but it’s a time we look forward 

to each year.  And this year did not disappoint – the weather was amazing, the tubing was epic 

from the kids’ point of view, and the sunnies were biting at the end of the dock.  My lovely wife 

even allowed me to play a little golf.  Sure we had some setbacks…our 20-month old fell off the 

dock into the lake, our 4-year old grabbed the wrong end of a lit sparkler, and our 7-year old 

threw a tantrum when we didn’t buy her the latest and greatest fidget spinner that lights up (I 

know, we’re cruel!)…but overall, it was a great run.   

Similarly, it’s been quite the run for financial markets. There have been some setbacks and 

pockets of volatility over the past year, but selloffs have been shallow and short-lived.  

Confidence is high, economies around the world are delivering solid growth, central banks have 

been uniformly accommodative, global stocks are now up over double digits year-to-date, and 

even bonds have made money this year as inflation remain subdued. Heck, even the Minnesota 

Twins have a winning record this year. Life is good!  And yet not a day goes by when the 

financial press and talking heads don’t call for a dramatic pullback. At the same time, investor 

sentiment remains stubbornly depressed. The quote above from Mr. Dalio seems to epitomize 
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what many market participants are thinking right now…ok, we’ll stay invested, but we’re 

nervous, and we will be quick to sell on the first sign of trouble…   

While we remain constructive on the global economy and equities broadly speaking, we 

believe the risk/reward is more balanced, particularly in the US, as we noted last month, due to 

several factors: valuations are at or near historical highs (but still nowhere near the crazy level of 

the late 90s), profit margins seem to be peaking, some economic measures have deteriorated in 

the US, investor complacency is high, we haven’t witnessed much at all in the way of market 

volatility for many months, and Washington is unlikely to get much accomplished in terms of 

market-friendly reform over the balance of the year. Additionally, there have been some signs in 

very recent weeks that the “punch bowl era” could be closer to an end than many had 

predicted. We are certainly in the camp that Central Bankers around the world are not going to 

make any dramatic and quick tightening decisions – at least absent inflation showing up in a big 

way – but this does bear watching.  Below, we include the lengthier commentary from Mr. Dalio 

in his recent blog post via LinkedIn, which we found to be highly relevant... 

“Central Banks’ Reversals Signal the End of One Era and the Beginning of Another”  

For the last nine years, central banks drove interest rates to nil and pumped money into the system creating 
favorable carries and abundant cash. These actions pushed up asset prices, drove nominal interest rates below 
nominal growth rates, pushed real interest rates on cash negative, and drove real bond yields down to near zero 
percent, which created beautiful deleveragings, brought about balance sheet repairs, and led to more 
conventional economic conditions in which credit growth and economic growth are growing in relatively good 
balance with debt growth. That era is ending. 

 

Central bankers have clearly and understandably told us that henceforth those flows from their punch bowls will 
be tapered rather than increased—i.e., that the directions of policy are reversing so we are at a) the end of that 
nine-year era of continuous pressings down on interest rates and pushing out of money that created the 
liquidity-fueled moves in the economies and markets, and b) the beginning of the late-cycle phase of the 
business/short-term debt cycle, in which central bankers try to tighten at paces that are exactly right in order to 
keep growth and inflation neither too hot nor too cold, until they don’t get it right and we have our next 
downturn. Recognizing that, our responsibility now is to keep dancing but closer to the exit and with a sharp eye 
on the tea leaves. 

 

Before we ruin any summer vacations, there are several positive things taking place that could 

lead a logical person to feel optimistic after attempting to read the proverbial tea leaves.  Both 

consumer and business confidence is high, consumers’ balance sheets are in good shape, 

financial conditions including credit markets remain accommodative, and economies around 

the globe are solidly in expansionary territory.  Additionally, corporate fundamentals remain 

strong – earnings are rising and future estimates are being revised higher.  And maybe that’s why 

interest rates are creeping higher – maybe the economy can maintain the current trajectory 

even if central bankers slowly and methodically let the punch bowl drain itself…   

 

So while there are reasons to be constructive, we do think this market environment calls for a 

more targeted and active approach. From an opportunistic standpoint, we are inclined to 

harvest gains from our more tactical investments in Financials and Healthcare (both of which 

have rallied significantly since the US election), rebalance out of growth-oriented funds into 



value-oriented funds that have lagged significantly this year, and increase exposure to energy 

infrastructure/pipeline companies, which have been unfairly – in our view – punished with the 

precipitous decline in oil prices.  We continue to like what we believe to be a strong secular 

growth story in global robotics and automation companies as well.  Lastly, we maintain our view 

that International and Emerging Market Equities are more attractive relative to US companies. 

These themes and specific investments might not be suitable for all portfolios given specific risk-

return objectives, but we thought we would provide our high level thoughts and highlight some 

of our favorite themes.    

 

We realize we sound like a broken record on this one…but our views on Fixed Income remain 

muted.  While we do not think interest rates are going to spike higher in the near-term, we do not 

believe investors are being compensated adequately for the level of risks in most traditional 

Fixed Income strategies and do think the path of least resistance for interest rates is higher. As a 

result, we are proponents of complementing traditional exposures with strategies that have little 

in common with most US-focused Fixed Income benchmarks (which have significant exposure to 

low-yielding government securities that carry meaningful interest rate risk).                   

   
         

Fun Facts of the Month: 

My partners here at Ryan Financial Group have informed me that not everyone finds financial 

market tidbits to be necessarily “fun”…so we’ll gleefully shift gears this month, and talk about 

one of the greatest golf events of the year, the upcoming British Open, which takes place July 

20-23rd at the Royal Birkdale Golf Club in Southport, England.   

 This legendary contest actually carries the title of “The Open Championship”…evidently 

we in the United States are the only people to call it the British Open...   

 The first Open Championship took place in 1860 at Prestwick in South Ayrshire, Scotland, 

and was a one-day, 36-hole match…    

 The oldest player to win the Open Championship was Old Tom Morris, who won the 1867 

Open…he also holds the record for the largest victory – he won by 13 strokes in 1862.   

 The youngest player to win the Open Championship was…get this…Young Tom Morris, 

who brought home the coveted Claret Jug in 1868…the year after his father won as the 

oldest golfer!   

 Place your bets!  CBS Sports places the best odds on Dustin Johnson, Jordan Speith, and 

Jon Rahm…the other usual suspects of Rory McIlroy, Sergio Garcia, Rickie Fowler, and 

Justin Rose carry slightly lower odds…     

 

As always, please don’t hesitate to shoot us an email or give us a call if you have any questions 

or comments.  Enjoy the summer! 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Ryan Financial Group 
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